Intermediate to Advanced
Music Apps for Ipad and Iphone
(can be downloaded or purchased on iTunes app store)

**Bebot**
Part synthesizer, part animated robot. Touching the screen causes the robot to move and make sounds controlled by your movements. Play it like a musical instrument, or just have fun watching the robot and making sounds with your fingers.

**Zooz Beat**
Introducing all new Zooz Beat Lite, your music recreation studio. Simple enough to immediately become musically expressive, just shake, tilt, or tap your iphone or ipad to create your own original music, or recreate and personalize songs from your favorite musicians.

**Thumb Jam**
ThumbJam is a powerful musical performance experience. You get over 40 high-quality real instruments. Hundreds of included scales allow you to effortlessly play in any style from rock to classical, whether you are a musical novice or a seasoned professional.

**Singing Fingers**
Lets you finger paint with sound. Make a sound while moving your finger to record a sound-drawing. Touch the drawing you just made to play the sound back: forward, backward, sideways, or any way.

**Garage Band**
Has many components of other great apps all rolled into one! Smart instruments have auto play feature that plays loops with each chord in scale. Can record vocals and has great effects. Can plugin guitar, play single notes on guitar and bass and create own beat/guitar or bass lines. Sampler records sounds and puts it on each key of keyboard. Plus MORE!!!

**Guitar Studio**
Good Guitar interface. Can either play along with prerecorded songs or can add in chord progressions. No chord fingering contortions required! Tap a button and the chord or fret board is there, ready to strum or pick.

**Glee Karaoke**
The #1 music app in 21 countries. Sing your heart out to songs from the hit TV show while a little magic helps you sound amazing. Glee Karaoke is now FREE for everyone to enjoy!

**Air Harp**
Air Harp, re-imagines the classic lap harp. Designed above all to be fun and easy to play, the Air Harp offers a delightful musical experience for people of all ages. Strum and pluck the strings for a lovely sound. Play your favorite tunes by ear, or choose popular songs to play and sing along to from an interactive sheet music library.

**Piano Free With Songs**
Free 88 key piano with multitouch, adjustable reverb, metronome, dual row, completely resizable keys, real piano sound, chord support, theme colors, sustain pedal, learn songs on the left hand right hand or both, learn sheet music and it’s all free!